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Abstract - Human creature strife is a consistently 

expanding issue in backwoods zone and farming field which 

results lost a gigantic measure of assets and puts human life 

in risk. So this zone must be checked ceaselessly to keep the 

section of these sorts of creatures or any undesirable 

interruption. In our proposed undertaking we have 

structured a framework which identifies the movement 

utilizing PIR sensors then camera will take a picture of 

interruption. At that point that picture is sent to the picture 

handling processor where it characterizes the picture as 

creature or human utilizing Content Based Image 

Classification calculation. On the off chance that it is a 

bogus alert, at that point no further advances are prepared. 

Whenever identified interruption is a sort of creature then 

SMS sent to the field proprietor and woods authorities 

utilizing GSM innovation. Repellent methods were utilized to 

withdraws the creatures over from the horticultural field to 

secure the assets. 

 

Key Words: Animal repellent, PIR sensors, CBIC 

algorithm, Image Processing, GSM technology. 

 

1.INTRODUCTION  

 
Human creature clashes emerge because of the 

improvement exercises in the woods. People devastate the 

backwoods to fulfill their occupation, quick 

industrialization and guaranteeing the land for agrarian 

practices causes urbanization. A portion of the creatures 

enter the close-by towns for water amid summer because 

of dryness in water bodies and a portion of different 

creatures, for example, elephants enter the vegetation in 

homestead land needing nourishment sustenance which 

puts the human life in threat and furthermore ruins the 

assets and once in a while even the life is lost. Human 

Elephant strife is more in South Asia and Africa. Generally 

cultivates are ensured with the electrical fence, creature 

which attempts to enter the field endures electroduction 

with extreme torment cause creatures to carry on with 

irregular way. There is a routine with regards to use of 

wafers to caution creatures in India and Africa. In this 

procedure it requires people for finding creature and 

lighting wafers. Because of deforestation even wild felines, 

wolf can enter towns. These may begin chasing dairy cattle, 

goats and people. Human creature struggle happens when 

creatures enter the zone of people. This venture helps us 

to advise the interruption and repulse the creatures 

without hurting them and ensure the vegetation ranch 

land and furthermore                diminishes the danger of 

people being hurt by the wild creatures. 

 In this task observing is finished by PIR sensors and 

Cameras. The pictures acquired are handled in Mat Lab 

CBIC  calculation for characterizing creature so an 

appropriate anti-agents method, for example, ultrasonic 

sound is produced for herbivores and splendid light if 

there should be an occurrence of carnivores' creature. 

 

 

     2.  EXISTING APPROACH  

A. DETECT MOTION AND IDENTIFICATION OF THE RIGHT 

INTERRUPTION 

This is a basic methodology in which PIR sensor are 

utilized in the zone which must be observed 

persistently. Sensors are put in a pinnacle course of 

action. The primary occupation of this framework is to 

screen the region and locate any unapproved passage 

to that region. The result of this procedure is location 

of interruption as a creature or human. Indeed, even an 

article with comparative sort of characters are not 

ready to grouped on the grounds that the whole 

framework is just rely upon sensor tower and which 

separate dependent on the Infrared beams transmitted 

by the item. Subsequently there is a probability that it 

might produce false alert. Since this isn't a self-ruling 

framework no remedial move is made for the issue 

B. TRACKING THE ANIMALS USING GPS SERVICE 

In this methodology GPS beacon is to be set in the 

pioneer of the gathering of creature. At the point when 

pioneer crosses the virtual defensive outskirt ready 

message is sent to the backwoods official. Be that as it 

may, this is just relevant to those creatures which 

dependably approach in gathering. In any case, there is 

issue that gathering may part and creatures may not 

pursue the creature which was recognized as a pioneer; 

Also finding the creatures chief is a troublesome 

errand. 

C. USE OF BEE HIVES AS IMPERMEABLE TECHNIQUE  

Another most seasoned framework in which Bee Hives 

are set along the fringe of the field. What's more, 
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because of this creatures dread Bee Stings and sounds 

and leave the spot when hints of honey bees are heard. 

This methodology is exorbitant and setting up genuine 

colonies is causes high support cost. 

3.  PROPOSED SYSTEM AND ITS COMPONENTS 

We are using PIR sensor combined with a camera. Any 

intrusion can be sensed by PIR sensors. After detection of 

motion camera in that area is triggered to take an image of 

the intrusion. Further the image is sent to the image 

processing processor and exact threat is classified using 

CBIC (Content Based Image Classification) algorithm. 

Animal repellent techniques such as ultrasounds and 

bright light is used to repel the animals. Huge noise can be 

produced using speakers hidden in tree trunks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
           

Fig.1: System Overview 

 

At the point when the interruption is distinguished as a 

creature then proprietor and woods authorities are 

alarmed right away. An Intelligent framework with unified 

control room which can detect development and actuate 

gadgets situated over the field. 

The parts utilized and their arrangements and use in our 

undertaking are clarified underneath. 

 

A. PIR Sensor 
 

Is shaft mounted around the field for observing, on the off 

chance that there is any development here, at that point 

sensors of that specific zone switches the camera ON , so 

there is no wastage of intensity and additional 

prerequisite of memory. Along the outskirt, first the field 

is encompassed by sensor which is the principal layer and 

pursued by camera. The quantities of sensors are double 

the quantity of camera. Every sensor has the scope of 30 

meters and it can identify both hot body and cold body 

interruption relying upon limit set up on PIR sensor. 

Warm blooded creatures, for example, elephant pig and 

rabbit will decimate the yield and unfeeling creature, for 

example, crocodile won't hurt the harvest yet it assaults 

the human. For a field of 200acre we would require 27 

sensors on each side of the field with observing scope of 

30 meters. 

 

B.  Camera 
 

Is put in second layer which is shaft mounted around the 

field. Camera is exchanged on by sensors as it is 

distinguish any movements. Arrangement of pictures or 

recordings caught by camera is sent to the processor and 

afterward it is utilized for preparing. Every camera has a 

scope of 50 meters. Picture of interruption in the far end 

has lower quality; these pictures are improved utilizing 

picture handling. For preparing picture of crude 

configuration is favored over jpeg. The power for working 

of camera is acquired from sun powered board and 

battery. The picture is exchanged through RF transmitter 

to the PC where picture is put away and investigated with 

the predefined information in the database of MATLAB 

relying upon its element creature is shown. 

 

C. Microcontroller and GSM 

When picture preparing certain control in types of gear is 

required. Before picture handling control of camera is 

required for approaching interruption and after picture 

preparing and order of creatures it requires control of 

repellent framework and GSM module. So we use arm 

controller which has two info and yield port. When the 

risk is arranged through calculation, this data is hinted to 

backwoods specialist and proprietor of field utilizing GSM 

module. In remote region there is an issue with system 

inclusion which can be tackled by expanding the measure 

of the pinnacle. In this undertaking all associations are 

wired however continuously all parts are associated by 

means of remote system for dependability. The GSM tower 

is a scope of 31km. 

4. IMAGE PROCESSING SYSTEM 

 

A.  Content Based Image Classification 

 
When the sensor distinguishes movement, RF transmitter 

in the sensor offers flag to the close by camera. At that 

point camera begins recording video of interruption. At 

that point this video is sent to the control room which has 

equipment gadget known as FPGA which takes the 

necessary steps of picture preparing. Field Programmable 

Gate Array is a gadget which performs task through 

equipment and which lessen the calculation time so as to 

deliver continuous yield. We compose the code for picture 

preparing in MATLAB since it is more straightforward to 
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comprehend and simpler to program. At that point at long 

last it changes over the code into VHDL language utilizing 

MEX record worked in MATLAB. The calculation utilized 

here is Content Based Image Classification. The square 

outline of the calculation is as per the following. 

Stationary piece of a video edge can be foundation as a 

rule however in outside regions the foundation, for 

example, tree limbs, vegetation in harvest land can be 

moving because of wind. The strategy that is utilized to 

dispose of the messiness productively is non versatile 

foundation detachment calculation. 

This aides in identifying the closer view from the video 

outline. Video is given as question to the calculation which 

extricated the highlights of each casing which is 

additionally examined and changed over into histogram. 

From this information the picture is separated into 

Gaussian Mixture Modules. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                               

 

Fig.2: Image Processing Algorithm (CBIC) 

 

B. Background separation algorithm 

 

This aides in identifying the closer view from the video 

outline. Video is given as question to the calculation which 

extricated the highlights of each casing which is 

additionally examined and changed over into histogram. 

From this information the picture is separated into 

Gaussian Mixture Modules.  

After component extraction it looks at the pixel of 

present and next edge. In the event that there is a 

substantial variety of pixels, at that point it is anything but 

difficult to group as movement. This movement might be 

because of real item or mess because of wind. At this stage 

the movement of another interruption would move 

starting with one spot then onto the next any one way 

where as movement of the foundation mess would be 

interchange in back to back casings. There by this 

calculation can separate between these two and 

concentrate the real article (creature or human). 

 

C. Updating Background Database with Feedback 

Features 
 

Since we are utilizing Adaptive background separation 

algorithm there must be a shut circle learning sort of 

system for disposing of mistakes. The highlights are 

refreshed occasionally after each handling stage is finished. 

 

D.  Extracting Attributes by creating Enclosing 

frame 
 

A Bounding Box is drawn around the foreground object 

and the highlights, for example, shading, surface, shape 

and so on of the Bounding Box object are removed and put 

away in a different database. 

 

E.  Creating a Feature Database of Reference 

Object 
 

The highlights of the reference object must be extricated 

and put away independently as Gaussian model with the 

assistance of Matlab. Since the putting away the 

estimations of the highlights is simpler with Matlab. 

Subsequent to making the element vectors which has data 

in regards to shading surface shape and so on, that is 

utilized to characterize the inquiry object which must be 

contrasted with the reference picture with get the yield.       

 

 F. Similarity matching and extracting output 

 

Here we need to think about the highlights if reference 

object information and question object information to 

create the ideal yield. On the off chance that the inquiry 

object vectors have comparable element vectors the 

separation vector between the two is refreshed. The 

nearest conceivable match found in database is recovered 

as result picture. In view of the creature class name, this 

ready data is sent to the woodland authorities and field 

proprietor. It is conceivable to avoid sending a bogus alert 

in the event that the distinguished item isn't a danger, at 

that point no SMS is sent. 

5. ANIMAL REPELLENT SYSTEM 
 

Repulsing of creatures should be possible by sound, scent, 

taste and shading. At the point when the rancher does not 

need the creatures to expend the plants repellant is 

splashed over the plants causing loss of asset and 

creatures quit benefiting from those harvests. Smell and 
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taste are reliant on climatic condition. Sound can be 

utilized as repellent at the interrupted creature. The 

greater part of the creatures are dread of ultrasound 

particularly creatures like crocodiles. Creatures can be 

repulsed utilizing splendid light which is an endeavor to 

make the creature withdraws back. 

A. Retreats the animal by using  Odor 
 

In this approach, gas of specific smell or liquid is sprayed 

over the plants to avoid animals consuming these plants. 

.scene of intrusion to repel animal more efficiently in real 

time. Dry chilly is smoked to repel animal through odour. 

But in our proposed system an automated motor is used 

which can store many kind of repellent. Using this motor 

each animal is repelled by different kind of smell. When 

the image processing system identifies the output as 

animal or human then the corresponding spray is sprayed 

over that area. The spraying motor is placed in a particular 

area of intrusion and the spray range is predefined. When 

the intrusion occur spraying motor is triggered by the 

microcontroller. 

B. Sound used as uninviting technique 

 

Irritating sound can act as an efficient repellent. But sound 

can be generated by aid of man. Using this technology we 

can generate any kind of sound and depending on the 

frequency of sound waves animals are repelled. In our 

proposed system ultrasonic sound is used to repel animal. 

Animals such as elephants, deer, wild boar, monkey and 

rabbits are repelled in the frequency range from 16 KHz-

25KHz. back. Employing sound as a repellent is a very 

good approach since it is anti-harmful. 

 

C. Use bright light to revolt animals 
 

The above mentioned repellent method can be used only 

after knowing the weakness of animal over specific odour 

or frequency of sound. Bright light is naturally irritation to 

eyes. Hence bright light is used to repel animals in our 

proposed system. When the intrusion occurs on the field 

bright light is projected on animals to make it go away 

from our protected area. 

6. BENIFITS OF PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 

Numerous creatures can be repulsed from this framework, 

and can do arrangement of string utilizing picture 

handling. It utilizes little measure of vitality since camera 

is activated simply after the movement is recognizes by 

the PIR sensor. Sun based vitality can be utilized to charge 

battery-powered batteries set in all gadgets over the field. 

False caution is forestalled because of Image handling 

method advertisement mess evasion strategy. 

7.RESULTS 

 
The simulation was carried out based on following test 

cases 

 

 
 
Fig. 3: Simulation result for carnivorous as a query 

 

 
 

Fig. 4: Simulation result for herbivorous as a query 

 

 
 

Fig. 5: Simulation result for false alarm 

 

7.  CONCLUSION 
 

By our undertaking we discover an answer for the 

progressing issue in numerous spots of India. A tale 

answer for the issue of human creature struggle by the 

procedure of discovery, arrangement, examination and 

repellent is given. We have included animal repellent 

framework which is absent in existing framework, we 

even send Alert messages to the field proprietor and the 

timberland authorities. 
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